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Misconceptions about Perceptions &
Misperceptions

An Advanced PCN Workshop Exploring Norms,
Perceptions & Data

Jeff Linkenbach, Ed.D.,  The Montana Institute
Jason Kilmer, Ph.D., University of Washington

Context established through
the story written by Ivan Doig
in book – “The Sea Runners”

Key metaphor for misperceptions
is Moon-cursors (false lights)

Many different theories and constructs
influenced the development of the SEVEN CORE

PRINCIPLES of the Science of the Positive.

These include…..
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“The Positive” is
comprised of
Seven Core
Principles

similar to how
white light is

comprised of a
spectrum of 7
main colors.

Holistic

Data-based

Transcending

Learning

Transformation

Inherently Good

Seven Core Principles
1. Positive
2. Present
3. Perceptive
4. Purposeful
5. Perfected
6. Proactive
7. Passionate
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What influences our
perceptions?

Let’s watch some videos…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wBo
MjORwA-4

Levin and Simons (1997) showed that only 33%
of people noticed a different person answered

the phone!

What’s going on here?
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What about if it’s not a video?
Would we notice if a person we were talking to

became a completely different person?

Let’s watch more videos!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FWSx
SQsspiQ

Only 7 of the 15 people
noticed the person was

new!
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What implications does
this have for our work as

we try to change
norms?

Perhaps we can look at the
data from a different angle?

Let’s go a different direction…

What makes a misperception
different than a perception?
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What misconceptions might
we have, then, about

misperceptions?

Considering perceptions and misperceptions
through the lens of the seven core principles

For each, let’s discuss what the implications and
“take away” messages are for discussing perceptions

and potential misperceptions

1)  Be Positive

When we acknowledge the positive, we
experience hope.
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Core
Assumption

The POSITIVE
exists and is
worth growing.

And…
Perceptions exist
and they are
worth knowing…

What will be the “spirit” of our work?

Overview pp 5-7
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What will be the “Context” of our work?

Overview pp 5-7

Assumption of Fear-
Based Approaches:

Awareness of negative consequences
will result in positive behavior change.

“Iatrogenic” Effects?

Doing No Harm?

Could some of our campaigns
actually be contributing to the  numbers of people

experiencing problems?
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Fear Appeals can…
have unintended adverse effects associated with
public health communication activities:

1. label and stigmatize,
2. expand social gaps, and
3. promote poor health as a value.

Guttman, N., & Salmon, C. T. (2004). Guilt, fear, stigma and knowledge gaps: Ethical
issues in public health communication Interventions. Bioethics, 18(6) 531-553.

2)  Be Present

Focusing on the now creates readiness for
transformation to occur.
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For certain populations it is more important
to be normal than to be healthy!

Research Shows:
Perceptions of Norms can

have more Powerful influence
Than actual norms

3)  Be Perceptive

To transform reality, you must first transform
your perception.

Active effort and energy are required to correct
misperceptions.

Perception is
everything.

And therefore,
so too is

misperception.
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4)  Be Purposeful

Purpose brings hope and aligns our
intentions with transformation.

Misperceptions
of norms are a
“hidden risk

factor.”

5)  Be Perfected

Requires the acknowledgement that we are
works in progress.
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Telephone survey of
over 5500 adults in
Wyoming (2008).

Addressed a wide array of attitudes,
perceptions and behaviors regarding alcohol.

Have you driven under
the influence of alcohol
in the past 12 months?

Yes (9%)

No (91%)

Actual Norm
Have most WY adults driven
under the influence of alcohol
in the past 12 months?

Perceived Norm

Yes (43%)

No (47%)

Don’t know (10%)

Strong
Positive
Norm

Many
misperceiving
the norm

WY Community Survey, 2008, n=5588

Have you driven under
the influence of alcohol
in the past 12 months?

Yes (9%)

No (91%)

Actual Norm
Among those who said yes:
Have most WY adults driven under the
influence of alcohol in the past 12 months?

Perceived Norm

Yes
(77%)

No (17%)

Don’t know (6%)

BIG GAP!

WY Community Survey, 2008, n=5588
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6)  Be Proactive

We must be aware of our reactions.
We move from being busy to being effective.

“How often do you think most students in your
school use alcohol?” (7-12, 2009)

“When you hang out with your friends, would you
rather drink alcohol or not drink alcohol?” (7-12, 2009)
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“How often do you use alcohol?” (7-12, 2009)

7)  Be Passionate

Being passionate creates a contagious,
positive energy!

Please Complete Evaluations Online…

www.montanainstitute.com/eval
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MontanaInstitute.com

Any burning questions you may have about
today that you didn’t get to ask?

How have your perceptions changed as a result
of today’s experience?


